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Abstract

Induction machine, when driven by a field oriented controller behaves like a separately
excited dc machine, where torque and flux are naturally decoupled and are controlled
independently; and this control strategy allows high performance to be achieved from it.
However, conventional vector controlled induction motor drive has the disadvantage of
requiring speed sensor which increases the cost and complexity of the drive system.
Moreover, drive performance is affected by rotor resistance, whose unknown variation
during the operation causes incorrect decoupling of flux and torque which leads to
deterioration of drive performance. This thesis focusses on the development of a high
performance sensorless induction motor drive. Control of the drive is done in rotor flux
coordinates which allows natural decoupling of flux and torque producing components of
stator current space vector. Sensorless control of the drive system is achieved by
developing rotor flux and speed estimation algorithms using only the measurable stator
terminal quantities: the current and voltage. The state and parameter estimation problem is
looked into as a question of proper mathematical modeling of the machine in an appropriate
reference frame, which along with proper choice of states, enables us to develop an
estimation algorithm capable of accurate estimation.
In this work a two pronged approach is adopted to achieve the research objective. First
approach is based on the fact that dynamics of rotor speed is much slower than that of
electrical states of the machine. Hence, the time derivative of rotor speed can be
conveniently equated to zero in the machine model used for implementing the estimation

m

algorithm. To this end, a new quantity, which is a function of rotor flux and speed is
defined, introducing which a new motor model is derived. First of all, a novel speed
estimation algorithm for indirect vector controlled induction motor drive is developed
based on observing the newly defined quantity mentioned above. This algorithm uses rotor
flux obtained from the reference flux for speed computation. However, the speed estimation
accuracy decreases as speed decreases. To overcome this problem, a rotor flux observer,
based on the voltage model of the machine is used along with the observer of the new
quantity and satisfactory results are obtained. Finally, a new rotor flux estimation algorithm
for speed sensorless induction motor drive is developed based on a modified Blaschke
equation and on observing the newly defined quantity mentioned above.
In the second approach, the mathematical model of the machine used for developing
estimation algorithm takes into account the coupling between the mechanical and the
electric modes of the drive, which is true for small sized machines. Speed and rotor
resistance are estimated simultaneously using a reduced order Kalman filter without
injecting any external signal. Satisfactory results are obtained during both transient and
steady state conditions. The simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance was
considered impossible for a long time by many researchers working in the area of drive
control. Therefore, what has been achieved in this work constitutes a major contribution to
the domain of variable speed induction motor drive.

IV

Résumé

Une machine asynchrone pilotée par un contrôleur vectoriel se comporte comme une
machine à courant continu à excitation séparée, où le couple et le flux sont découplés et
contrôlés indépendamment, permettant ainsi d'obtenir une bonne précision de régulation et
de hautes performances dynamiques.

Cependant, la commande vectorielle présente

l'inconvénient de nécessiter l'emploi d'un capteur de vitesse; ce qui impose un surcoût et
augmente la complexité des montages. De plus cette commande fait intervenir la résistance
du rotor, et la variation de ce paramètre pourrait fausser le découplage entre le flux et le
couple et, par le fait même, entraînerait la détérioration des performances.
L'objectif de cette thèse est la mise en oeuvre d'une commande de haute performance et
sans capteur pour une machine asynchrone. La commande est réalisée dans un système de
coordonnées lié au vecteur flux rotorique. Pour un fonctionnement sans capteur, la vitesse
et le flux rotorique sont estimés à partir seulement des grandeurs statoriques mesurables :
courants et tensions. Le problème de l'estimation simultanée des états et des paramètres est
résolu en recourant à un modèle mathématique de la machine établi dans un référentiel
approprié. Ceci nous a permis de mettre en œuvre un algorithme inédit d'estimation
capable d'obtenir des estimés exacts.
Pour l'atteinte des objectifs recherchés, deux approches ont été utilisées. La première
est basée sur le fait que la dynamique du mode mécanique est beaucoup moins rapide que
celle des modes électriques. En d'autres termes, la vitesse mécanique varie beaucoup
moins vite que les états électriques de la machine. Le taux de variation de la vitesse peut

donc être considéré nul lors de l'élaboration du modèle de la machine utilisé pour la mise
en œuvre de l'algorithme d'estimation. Ceci a permis d'obtenir une nouvelle variable qui
est fonction du flux rotorique et de la vitesse de rotation et une nouvelle formulation des
équations régissant le fonctionnement de la machine. Tout d'abord, nous avons mis au
point un algorithme d'estimation de la vitesse pour un contrôleur vectoriel indirect en
observant la nouvelle variable ci-haut mentionnée et en utilisant la commande de flux. Il
s'est avéré que les résultats ne sont pas satisfaisants dans le domaine des vitesses réduites.
Pour palier à ce problème, nous avons utilisé, conjointement avec l'observateur de la
nouvelle variable, un estimateur de flux établi à partir du modèle tension de la machine; et
les résultats obtenus sont très concluants. Finalement, nous avons mis au point un autre
estimateur inédit de le flux en utilisant une nouvelle formulation des équations de Blaschke
conjointement avec l'observateur de la nouvelle variable.
La deuxième approche tient compte du couplage entre le mode mécanique et les modes
électriques; ce qui est en réalité vrai pour les machines de petites puissances. La vitesse de
rotation et la résistance du rotor sont estimées simultanément, sans l'injection d'aucun
signal externe, en utilisant le filtre de Kalman d'ordre réduit. Les résultats obtenus
s'avèrent très satisfaisants tant en régime transitoire qu'en régime permanent. L'estimation
simultanée de la vitesse et de la résistance du rotor a longtemps été considérée impossible
par plusieurs chercheurs oeuvrant dans le domaine des entraînements régulés. Ce que nous
avons réalisé constitue donc une contribution majeure au domaine des entraînements à
vitesse variable par machines asynchrones.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Induction machine, a work horse of industry was traditionally used in fixed speed
applications because it represents a highly nonlinear, interacting, multivariable control plant
requiring complex control algorithms. Consequently, when variable speed was required, do
machine appeared to be the appropriate electromechanical device where torque and flux an;
naturally decoupled and can be controlled independently. With the advancement of power
electronics and Digital Signal Processor (DSP) technology, advanced control techniques fa:
induction machine which were once thought impractical can now be implemented in realtime.

Induction machines offer many advantages over other machines. They are mon;

rugged, compact, cheap and reliable in comparison to other machines used in similar
applications. It is due to this reason that they can be found in a wide range of the industrial
drive applications. Field oriented control (FOC) or Vector control (VC) proposed by
Blaschke [1] and Hasse [2] has become an industry standard for control of induction
machines in high performance drive applications. Control of induction motor using the
principle of field orientation gives control characteristics similar to that of a separately

excited dc machine. Orientation is possible along mutual flux or stator flux or the rotor flux;
however, orientation of the stator current space vector with respect to the rotor flux alone
gives natural decoupling between the torque and flux producing components of the stator
current space vector. VC induction motor drive outperforms the dc drive because of higher
transient current capability, increased speed range and lower rotor inertia. It is due to this
reason that modern high performance drive application is moving towards using induction
machine as the drive element.

1.2 Research Problem

Sensors widely used in electric drives degrade the reliability of the system especially in
hostile environments and require special attention to electrical noise. Moreover, it is difficult
to mount sensors in certain applications in addition to extra expenses involved. Therefore, a
lot of researches are underway to develop accurate speed estimation techniques. With
sensorless vector control we have a decoupled control structure similar to that of a
separately excited dc motor retaining the inherent ruggedness of the induction motor at the
same time. Speed sensorless control technique first appeared in 1975 [3]. Several review and
comparison papers are available on sensorless control techniques [4-7]. The commonly used
methods for speed estimation are Model Reference Adaptive System (MRAS) [8-11],
Neural Networks [12-19], Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [20-25] and Nonlinear Observer
[26-29]. Techniques for high performance induction motor control implementation requin;

precise knowledge of machine parameters, and the rotor resistance being the most important
of them. The commonly used methods for rotor resistance or rotor time constant estimation
are MRAS [30-32], EKF [33-38] and Neural Networks [39-42]. Further, a high performance
sensorless induction motor drive requires speed estimation in addition to estimating machine
parameters most important of which is the rotor resistance which varies during the operation
of the motor. Very few works have been reported on simultaneous estimation of speed and
rotor resistance [43-47].

1.3 Objective

The objective of this doctoral research is to realize a high performance sensorless vector
controlled induction motor drive. This drive system should not require a mechanical speed
sensor and is desired to be robust against rotor resistance variation. The estimation
algorithm is desired to be capable of simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance
under both transient and steady state conditions without requiring any external signal to be
injected if possible.

1.4 Methodology

In this thesis, the state and parameter estimation of induction machine is looked into as a
question of proper mathematical modeling of the machine in an appropriate reference frame

and with proper choice of states.

This allows development of accurate estimation

algorithm.
The fact that the rotor resistance dynamics is much slower than that of speed and
electrical states of the machine is exploited while developing estimation algorithm in some
parts of the thesis. Assumption is made in some parts of the work that rotor speed dynamics
is much slower than that of electrical states.
The performance of the whole vector controlled drive systems incorporating the
estimation algorithms are verified using SIMULINK. Finally, real-time digital simulations
are carried out in order to ascertain the performance of the developed schemes.

1.5 Overview of the Thesis

This thesis is presented in seven chapters. After introduction in Chapter 1, and a general
discussion on the induction machine model in Chapter 2, a brief account of commonly used
induction motor drive control methods are given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 a new induction
machine model is derived after introducing a newly defined quantity. Sensorless control of
induction motor drives presented in this chapter are achieved by developing new rotor flux
and speed estimation algorithms based on observing the newly defined quantity.
A new Sensorless induction motor drive robust against rotor resistance variation is
presented in Chapter 5 where simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance is
discussed. The simultaneous estimation presented in this thesis is achieved without injecting

4

any external signal. Chapter 6 presents results of real-time digital simulation. Finally,
conclusion and scope for future work is given in Chapter 7.

CHAPTER 2
INDUCTION MACHINE MODELLING

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the induction motor modeling is discussed. The chapter starts with the
introduction of the reference frames. Then, the co-ordinate transformations (Clarke and
Park Transformations) are introduced. An induction machine model based on an induction
machine equivalent circuit in a synchronously rotating arbitrary reference frame d-q is
presented. Then, machine model in stationary stator reference frame a - j3 is given.

2.2 Reference Frames

Modelling of induction motor is the first and essential step for its identification and
control. The mathematical model of the machine should on one hand have such a structure
so as to completely describe the characteristics of the machine and on the other hand be
convenient to use it for implementing estimation algorithms.

Rotor

Figure 2.1 Reference frames and representation of stator current and rotor flux as space vectors.

In the development of an induction machine model, a three-phase machine with
symmetrical windings is assumed. Figure 2.1 shows the reference frames and
representation of stator current and rotor flux as space vectors. In the figure, a, b and c are
respectively the axes of the stator winding a, b and c. a- p axis is the axis of the fixed
stator reference frame, where a has been considered to be coincident with stator winding
axis 'a', d-q is an arbitrary reference frame rotating with a speed œe.

2.3 Clarke Transformation

The transformation from three-phase stationary reference frame a-b-c into two-phase
arbitrary stationary reference frame d-q (i.e. for©e=0) commonly known as Clarke
Transformation is given as:

=k

cos(0)

cos ((?-•¥

cos
l

sb

(2.1)

Lhe

where the scaling factor k depends upon the convention used. For power invariant form
£ = J | - , and for the classical non-power-invariant formyfc = j .
The reverse transformation from 2-phase to 3-phase (reverse Clark Transformation) is given
below:

COS (0)
l
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We have considered current as the variable. The voltage and flux linkages can also be
transformed by similar equations. Assuming that d-axis is aligned with the a-axis then the
transformation simplifies to
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2.4 Park Transformation

The conversion from the a-b-c frame to the fixed frame a-p

gives values in a

stationary reference frame fixed to the stator. It is often useful to model the machine in an
alternative reference frame, usually rotating at synchronous speed. The transformation from
the stationary frame to any frame d-q rotating at an angular speedy, also known as the
Park Transformation is given as [48]:

l

sd

'sq

cos0
-sine? cos0

'sa

VJ

(2.5)

where 9 is the angle between the arbitrary synchronously rotating reference frame i/-axis
and the stationary frame a -axis. The reverse transformation from the synchronous frame to
the stationary frame (reverse Park Transformation) is given by

'sa

Jcos0 -si

hfi

I sin#

COS0

(2.6)
'sq

2.5 Space Vector Representation of Induction Machine

Space vector representation of induction machine is given in this section. The machine
model is represented in a rotating as well as fixed reference frames.

2.5.1 Induction Machine Model in Rotating Reference Frame

The induction motor model in an arbitrary reference frame d-q, rotating with a
synchronous speed coe using complex vector notation is given as [49]:

(2.7)
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where vs, isand ips are respectively the stator voltage, current and flux space vectors in
stator reference frame; and ir and \ffr are respectively the rotor current and flux in rotor
reference frame. The stator and rotor fluxes are given below:

(2.9)
(2.10)

The electromechanical equation is given by

do
dt

=

pTpm
- pTj
- Fœ
em
L

(2.11)
'

The electromagnetic torque is given by

(2.12)

The imaginary part of the bracket is equivalent to the vector products of the two currents.
The equation of electromagnetic torque can also be given by
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= \p¥\WreJ"E-O)W^)\

(2-13)

-T

2.5.2 Induction Machine Model in Fixed Stator Reference Frame

Equating 6 and me to zero we get the motor model in stationary stator reference
frame a- P as given below:

(2.14)
w ejs
^ at

jeoy/reJE

(2.15)

The electromechanical equation is given by

(2.16)
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2.6 Two-phase Induction Machine Model

Two-phase representation of three-phase induction machine is very useful in designing
control and estimation algorithms. In the following sections two-phase models of the
machine in rotating and fixed reference frames are discussed.

2.6.1 Two-phase Machine Model in Rotating Reference Frame

The induction motor model in an arbitrary reference frame d-q rotating with a speed coe
can be obtained from (2.7)-(2.8) as

v

sd = &Ád + J(Vsd -VeVsq

V

sq = RSisq +JtV«l

+

(2.17)

^eVsd

(2.18)

0 = R,.Írd +-^Vrd- (®e - ^Vrq

l rq
ã '

where

vse~j0 = vsd + jvsq,

y/se

je

+ (û>e

~û>^"/

= ysd + jy/sq,
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(2.19)

(2 20)

'

lrej{£

e)

= ird + jirq

and

The equivalent circuits of the machine in the arbitrary rotating reference frame d-q are
shown in Figure 2.2 [50].

Figure 2.2 Equivalent circuit of Induction Machine in d-q reference frame

Eliminating the stator flux and rotor current and introducing the electro-mechanical
equation of drive, the model of induction machine drive in d-q reference frame may be
written as given by equation (2.21).
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l-o-

A

hd

dt

Lma>

Lmco

~vsd

*LsLr

aL

Vrd

(2.21)

Vrq
CO

I

2

where C = 1 — m/T

/

\
T

is the leakage coefficient.

2.62 Two-phase Machine Model in Fixed Stator Reference Frame

The induction motor drive model in stationary stator reference frame a - / ? , can be
obtained by equating <ae to zero as given below:
m

oLr
ha

+

aLs

aLr

'sa

*LsLr

V

sP

+ •

Vra
dt
Vrfi

cL,

CO
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0
0
0

(2-22)

2.7 Conclusion

Modeling of induction motor is the first and essential step for its identification and
control. The mathematical model of the machine should on one hand have such a structure
so as to completely describe the characteristics of the machine and on the other hand be
convenient to use it for implementing estimation algorithms. In this chapter, the induction
motor modeling is discussed. The chapter starts with the introduction of the reference
frames. Then, the co-ordinate transformations (Clarke and Park Transformations) are
introduced. An induction machine model based on an induction machine equivalent circuit
in a synchronously rotating arbitrary reference frame d-q is presented. Then, machine
model in stationary stator reference frame a - p is derived.
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CHAPTER 3
INDUCTION MOTOR CONTROL

3.1 Introduction

Induction machine occupies an important position in industry due to its various
advantages over other machines as regards to price, size, robustness etc. However, it was
traditionally used in fixed speed applications because it represents a highly nonlinear,
interacting, multivariable control plant requiring complex control algorithms. It is
essentially a constant-speed machine as long as it is connected to a constant voltage and
constant frequency power supply. In this case the operating speed is very close to the
synchronous speed, and changes in the torque makes small changes in the speed. It is
suitable for use in constant-speed drive systems, while for variable speed applications the
controllers used are more complicated than the traditional dc motor speed controllers.
However, with the advancement of power electronics and digital signal processing
technology advanced control techniques for induction motor which were once thought to be
impractical can now be implemented easily. There are various methods for controlling the
speed of an induction machine. Some of the important methods are briefly discussed in this
chapter.
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3.2 Induction Motor Control Techniques

The speed of induction machine can be defined as
a> = ( l - s K
where ae is the synchronous angular speed and s= —

(3.1)
is the slip.

In the past, according to equation (3.1), there were two general categories of induction
machine control methods. One is to change the slip; the second is to change the
synchronous angularfrequency.However, the control techniques based on changing slip or
synchronous angular frequency are suitable only for limited speed range applications [5152]. The advent of static power converters has allowed the use of more sophisticated
control techniques which allow operation of induction machine over a wide speed range in
all four quadrants [50]. The following section describes some of the commonly used
control techniques.

3.2.1 Scalar Control

Scalar control is based on the steady state model of the machine. The control is due to
the magnitude variation of the control variables only, and disregards the coupling effect in
the machine. For example, the voltage of a machine can be controlled to control the flux,
andfrequencyor slip can be controlled to control torque. However, flux and torque are also
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functions of frequency and voltage respectively. This method is simple and robust;
however, it has poor dynamic performance.
Under steady state condition the machine equation is as given below:

/s
= Rr7r+j(coe-û>)ipr

(3.2)
(3.3)

From (3.3) we have

(3-4)
Sü)e

or,

Î=-Ayïr

From (2.10) we have

Lm
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(3.5)

The electromagnetic torque is given by

(3.7)

Substituting the stator current in (3.7) with that of (3.6), we have

Replacing the rotor current with that in (3.5) we have

(3.9)

Equation (3.9) shows that at constant flux the torque is proportional to the slip, or at
constant slip the electromagnetic torque is proportional to square of the flux. Two
commonly used scalar control methods are discussed in this section.

3.2.1.1 Volts/Hertz Control

A simple and common open-loop volts/hertz speed control method for an induction
motor is shown in Figure 3.1. In this controller, the scalar quantities which are controlled
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are the magnitude of the applied voltage and its frequency. The scheme is defined as the
volts/hertz control because the voltage command Vs is generated directly from the
frequency command through a f^f function generator.

V control

Figure 3.1 Open-loop Voltage & Frequency Controller

Figure 3.1 shows the block diagram of an open-loop speed controller in which the
supply frequency of the induction motor is varied. In order to achieve maximum torque
sensitivity to rotor speed (Ta \ ym \2 Û?S/), it is necessary to maintain rated air gap flux. In
steady state, air gap flux can be given as [50]:

+Ja>eL<Ts)

(3.10)

At higher frequencies the stator voltage drop is negligible and the air gap flux can be
approximated as:
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(3.11)

Thus, in order to maintain a constant air gap flux the ratio of applied voltage to
frequency must be constant. As the approximation is valid only at high frequencies (above
25% rated), the stator voltage drop will become significant and both flux and torque will be
reduced at low frequencies. Therefore, an extra boost voltage Vboost is added to the
command voltage in order to make rated air gap flux and full torque available down to zero
speed. However, at speeds higher than the base value V/f reduces as voltage remain
constant at rated value whilefrequencyincreases which causes flux to reduce. The machine
is said to be operating in the field weakening region.
With open-loop voltage control, the ac line voltage fluctuation and impedance drop will
causefluctuationin the air gap flux. Thisfluctuationcan be prevented by providing closedloop voltage control. With open-loop speed control, if the load torque is increased, the slip
will increased within the stability limit and a balance will be maintained between the
developed torque and the load torque. However, the rotor speed will tend to drift with the
variation in load torque. If the open-loop speed drift is not allowable a closed-loop speed
control can be provided. The speed loop error signal provides thefrequencycommand.
During steady state operation, if the command frequency is step increased, the slip will
exceed that of breakdown torque and the machine will become unstable. Similar instability
will occur if the frequency is step decreased. This problem can be overcome with slip
regulation which ensures that the slip frequency doesn't exceed the breakdown torque. In
this control scheme, the error of the speed control loop generates the slip command through
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a proportional-integral (PI) controller and limiter. The slip is added with the speed signal to
generate the frequency command. The frequency command also generates the voltage
command through a volts/hertz function generator which incorporates the low-frequency
stator drop compensation. Since the slip is proportional to developed torque, the scheme
can be considered as torque control within a speed control loop. The control is shown in
Figure 3.2. With a step speed command, the machine accelerates freely with a slip limit that
corresponds to maximum torque and then settles down to the slip value at steady state
dictated by the load torque.

Function
Generator

Figure 3.2 Close loop speed control with volts/hertz control and slip regulation

The problem can be overcome by introducing a current limit control into the V/f scheme,
which controls the rate of increase of frequency such that the machine current is not
exceeded. The volts/hertz control scheme has the disadvantage that air gap flux may drift,
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and as a result the torque sensitivity with slip or stator current will vary and cause lower
operatingfrequency.In order to obtain better control of flux, a volts/hertz control technique
based on the above closed-loop speed control can be implemented [50].

3.2.1.2 Current/Slip Regulation

A speed control method using a current/slip scheme is shown in Figure 3.3. In this
controller the scalar quantities which are controlled are the magnitude of the stator current
and itsfrequency.The scheme requires speed feedback in order to control slip and cannot
operate in the open loop manner of the J^fscheme.

Speed
Encoder

Function
Generator

Figure 3.3 Current/slip scalar control scheme
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In this scheme the torque command is given to the drive as either a current command or
a slip command. The current/slip relationship is then utilised to calculate the slip or current
command. As with the ^controller, the current slip relationship is maintained such that
the flux in the machine is controlled. Field weakening operation is possible by altering the
current/slip relationship above base speed such that the flux is reduced. The current/slip
regulation scheme offers better dynamic performance than the volts/hertz scheme with the
disadvantage of requiring both speed and current transducers.

3.2.2 Vector Control

The scalar control is somewhat simple to implement, but the inherent coupling effect
(i.e., both torque and flux are functions of voltage or current and frequency) gives sluggish
response and system is prone to instability because of a high-order (fifth-order) system
effect [50]. For example, if the torque is increased by increasing the slip (i.e., the
frequency), the flux tend to decrease. The flux variation in such system is always sluggish.
The decrease in flux is then compensated by the sluggish flux control loop feeding in
additional voltage. This temporary dipping of flux reduces the torque sensitivity with slip
and lengthens response time. Therefore, high performance induction motor drives use
vector or field oriented control (FOC) [1, 2] or direct torque and flux control (DTFC) [54]
or feedback linearized control (FLC) [55].
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Vector control is a very widely used control method for high performance induction
motor drive applications. It implies independent (decoupled) control of flux and torque
components of stator current through a coordinated change in supply voltage amplitude,
phase and frequency. As the flux is controlled to be at the desired level, its constancy
produces a fast torque response and finally a fast speed (or position) response. Flux level
control is also essential to avoid magnetic saturation (and heavy core loss) and reduce the
core losses. There are three distinct flux space vectors in the induction machine viz. i?OT-air
gap flux vector, ^-stator flux vector and ipr -rotor flux vector. Vector control can be
performed with respect to any of these flux space phasors by attaching the reference system
d-axis to the respective flux space vector direction and by keeping its amplitude under
surveillance. However, orientation with respect to rotor flux alone gives natural decoupling
between flux producing and torque producing components of stator current space vector
[56]. Rotor FOC will be discussed in this section.
The FOC consists of controlling the stator current represented by a vector. Control is
based on projections which transform a three phase time and speed dependent system into a
two co-ordinate (d-q co-ordinate) time invariant system. These projections lead to a
structure similar to that of a dc machine control. This requires information regarding the
magnitude and position of rotor flux vector. In the induction motor magnetizing current is
analogous to the main field flux of the dc machine and is controlled byisd, the direct
component of the stator current. The quadrature component isq is analogous to the
armature current of the dc machine and it can be rapidly varied by an appropriate change in
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stator current to give a fast response to a sudden torque demand. It also controls the angular
velocity of rotor flux vector. In steady state operation with sinusoidal currents, the stator
current vector and magnetizing current vector rotate in synchronism. Hence isd and isq are
constant dc quantities and a steady torque is developed.
The technique of Vector Control has established itself as the standard technique for high
performance control of induction machine drives. Vector control is classified into direct
and indirect depending upon the method of obtaining the rotor flux position. Direct FOC
usually indicates that the rotor flux is directly evaluated, either by using direct flux
measurement, with Hall Effect transducers or search coil installed in the machine, or
utilizing a flux observer. Indirect FOC on the other hand, usually implies that the
instantaneous slipfrequencyis calculated from the two axis currents. As the slip frequency
gives the speed of the rotor flux relative to the rotor mechanical speed, the slip is then
integrated and added to the measured mechanical position. This gives a more accurate
estimate of the flux position at low speeds and allows operation of the machine throughout
the entire speed range. The two methods are discussed below.

3.2.2.1 Indirect Vector Control

In rotor flux orientation the rotor flux vector is aligned with d-axis of synchronously
rotating reference frame d-q. Therefore, a>e is the synchronous speed of rotor flux space
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vector. The q axis rotor flux \f/Tq is zero, and

From equation (2.21) the rotor dynamics are given by the following equations:

T

m

IL,

*

Ut

(3.16)

The rotor flux magnitude is related to the direct axis stator current by a first order
differential equation so it can be controlled by controlling the direct axis stator current.
Under steady state operation rotor flux is constant, so (3.13) becomes

(3.17)
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Indirect vector control can be implemented using the following equations:

(3.18)

& = •

•

"•em

(3.19)

(3.20)

p =

(3.21)

The principal scheme of the Indirect Vector Control is shown in figure 3.4 in which the
function blocks F; and F2 are presented by the equations (3.18) and (3.19) respectively.

Figure 3.4 Indirect Vector Control Scheme
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In indirect FOC the rotor flux angle is generated in feedforward manner. Since this
method relies on knowledge of the machine parameters such as Lm and Lr/R,. the real
values of which may be changing with change in operating condition so care should be
given during design to take the effects of parameter variations.
The speed control in the indirect VC in Figure 3.4 is achieved using a ProportionalIntegral (PI) regulator. The design of PI speed controller is discussed below. The block
diagram of speed control loop is shown in Figure 3.5.

i

*sq

a

KT

s

T

em + .

1
Js + F

CO

Figure 3.5 Block Diagram of Speed Control Loop

From Figure 3.5,

l

Tem - KTrli,
sq

(3.22)

2LrTem
e

(3.23)

sq ~~

3pLmV/r

Vr =Lm'sd
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(3.24)

From (3.27)-(3.29) KT is given by

Closed-loop transfer function with respect to the reference input is

—r-—5
= -5
7
2
2
o
Js +(F + K KT)s + KiKT s + 24a>n,

(J-31)

F + K KT
where £ = —,,
and ann -- A
J
2JjKtKT
V J

Then, for a unit step input the response is

)t

s

{s + Pi)(s

+

(3.32)

P2)

In order to obtain a fast response without overshoot, the system should be critically
damped, i.e. £ = 1 andpi = p2 = -con ; then, the above equation becomes
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?*

(3.33)

The transient response of the system is given by

(3.34)

The response time of the system is when the controlled variable attains 90% of the set value

(3.35)

From the solution of the above nonlinear equation we obtain the value of proper frequency
using which parameters of the controller can be computed from the equation given below:

1=

KpKT
(3.36)
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3.2.2.2 Direct Vector Control

Direct vector control usually indicates that the rotor flux is directly evaluated, either by
using direct flux measurement with Hall Effect sensors or search coils installed in the
machine, or by utilising a flux observer. The flux observer could be the stator voltage
model, a Kalman filter or a Gopinath observer amongst several others. The modification of
the machine to insert sensors is usually undesirable and there may be accuracy issues
associated with sensors. In general the observers used for direct VC are susceptible to
errors in current and voltage measurements and to thermal variations in stator resistance.
These problem means that direct VC is usually applied above 10% of rated speed [50].
Determining this rotor flux angle could be either from the measurement from the air gap
flux or from terminal currents and voltages. In the latter case, angle and magnitude of the
rotor flux can be calculated by

(3.22)

(3.23)

The principal scheme of the direct vector control is given in figure 3.6 in which the
function blocks Fj and F2 are presented by
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(3.34)

(3.35)

and the rotor flux position p is given by
(3.36)
'ra

Figure 3.6 Direct Vector Control scheme

Although Direct Vector Control may be relatively insensitive to the variations
(depending on the actual implementation) of the rotor parameters, its performance may be
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sluggish at low speed operations due to inaccurate knowledge of the stator resistance,
integration drift, etc. [57].
Through the decoupling of the flux and torque control loops a fast dynamic torque
response can be achieved similar to those achievable with a D.C. machine. As with the
current/slip scalar scheme, vector control requires the use of both current and
speed/position transducers.

3.23 Direct Torque Control

High bandwidth torque control can also be obtained by employing the direct torque
control (DTC) method as an alternative to the vector control scheme. The idea of DTC was
originally proposed by Takahashi et al [54]. Figure 3.7 show a DTC induction motor drive
schematic, which uses the stator flux linkages [50]. Some other schematics based on rotor
flux linkages or magnetizing flux linkages are also possible. In Figure 3.7 the induction
motor is supplied by a VSI inverter and the stator flux linkage and electromagnetic torque
are controlled directly and independently by the selection of inverter switching modes. The
selection is made to restrict the flux linkage and torque errors within their hysteresis bands
to obtain a fast torque response. The outputs of the flux and torque comparators
HTem ) are used in the optimal inverter switching table, which also uses information about
the sector S(k) in which stator flux space vector is located.
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Figure 3.7 Direct torque controlled induction motor drive.

It can be seen that the drive scheme requires stator flux and electromagnetic torque
estimators. The stator flux can be estimated using the voltage model of the machine.
However, at low frequencies large errors can occur due to variation in stator resistance.
Therefore, some other estimation techniques need to be used to provide the stator flux
information.

3.2J.I DTC Control Strategy

The command stator flux and torque magnitudes are compared with the respective
estimated values, and the errors are processed through hysteresis band controllers.
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The flux loop has two levels of digital output according to the following relations:

HVs = 1 for E¥s > +HBt/,s

(3.37)

H¥t = - 1 for EWs < -HB^

(3.38)

The torque control loop has three levels of digital output, which have the following
relations:

HT

=1 f o r £ r

'em

HT

= 0 for -HBT

(3.39)

'em

= - 1 for ET

'em

HT

>+HBT

'em

<-HBT

'em

<ET

'em

< +HBT

v

'

(3.40)

v

'

(3.41)

The feedback flux and torque are calculated from the machine terminal voltages and
currents. Torque and flux computation block also computes the sector number S(k) in
which flux vector lies. There are six sectors (each of nl3 radian wide) as indicated in
Figure 3.8. Voltage vector table block in Figure 3.7 generates appropriate control voltage
vector (switching states) for the inverter by a look up table, which is shown in Table 3.1.
Neglecting stator resistance, we can write

JtV>s
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(3-42)

or

(3.43)

which means that stator flux can be changed incrementally by applying stator voltage
vector for time increment A/ .

F3(010)

F2(110)

;r/6

F4(011)

*

-ÍT/6

F5(001)

F6(101)

Figure 3.8 Inverter voltage vectors
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Table 3.1 Switching table of inverter voltage vectors
HT

S(l)

S(2)

S(3)

S(4)

S(5)

S(6)

v3
v7

v4

v6

Vi

v2
v5
v7

v5
v7
v3
v6

v,
v7
v5

l

em

1

1

v2

1

0

Vo

1

-1

-1

1

-1

0

-1

-1

v6
v3
v7
v5

v4
Vo

v6

Vo

V}

Vo

v2

Vo

v4
vt
v7
v3

V

2

Vo

v4

Either the hysteresis band will decide the timing of each voltage vector or, if the timing
is constant, the switching frequency will be constant. The hysteresis band may be adapted
to keep constant the average switching frequency. DTC looks simple; however, the stator
flux has to be estimated. Once the stator flux is known, the torque is simply

î.=yÂ*i

(3.42)

The torque response is quick like that of vector control. The torque pulsations are
directly controlled and the core losses and noise may be controlled through the stator flux
level selection.
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3.2.4 Feedback Linearized Control

Vector control was invented to produce separate flux and torque control as it is
implicitly possible with d.c. motors.
It is also known that, with constant flux, the torque is proportional to torque current and
linear speed-torque characteristics can be obtained. Such decoupling and linearization of
induction motor equations may in principle be done with some other nonlinear
transformations. Feedback linearization control [55] is such a method. The basic block
diagram [58] is shown in Figure 3.9.

FLUX
CONTROL
CONTROL
SIGNAL
TRANSFORMATION

CO

PWM
SIGNAL
GERNERATION

SPEED
CONTROL

ROTOR
FLUX
OBSERVER

FEEDBACK
SIGNAL
TRANSFORMATION

Jsb

Vs/3
CO

Figure 3.9 Feedback Linearization Control
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INVERTER

The computational effort for FLC is greater than that of vector control or DTC and
thorough knowledge of motor parameters is necessary. The dynamic performance of FLC
similar to both advanced vector control or DTC could be obtained.

3.3 Conclusion

•>•

In this chapter some of the important methods of induction motor control have been
discussed. The chapter starts with how the speed of the machine was controlled
traditionally. Then, scalar control method which is based on the steady state model of the
machine was presented. Under the scalar control, voltage/frequency control and current/slip
control were discussed. Then, the advanced control methods for induction motor drives
such as vector control, direct torque control and feedback linearized control were presented.
Among the advanced control techniques, the vector control method which is considered to
be the industry standard for use in high performance drive applications was discussed in
more detail than other methods. Direct torque control has the problem of torque chattering
and feedback linearized control is complicated to implement even though its performance is
not better than that of vector control. As rotor flux orientation allows natural decoupling
between the torque producing and flux producing components of the stator current space
vector, it is considered to be the best choice for use in high performance drive applications.
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CHAPTER 4
SENSORLESS VECTOR CONTROL OF
INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE

4.1 Introduction

Shaft mounted sensors in conventional VC drives lower the system reliability and
require special attention to electrical noise in addition to extra expenses involved.
Moreover, rotational transducers cannot be mounted in certain applications, such as drives
in hostile environments, high-speed drive applications etc. Therefore, sensorless vector
controlled induction motor drive is an active research area. With sensorless vector control
we have the decoupled control structure similar to that of a separately excited dc machine,
retaining the inherent ruggedness of induction motor at the same time.
A good flux and speed estimation algorithm having the capability of accurate
estimation under various operating conditions is essential for realizing a high performance
sensorless induction motor drive. In this chapter, the development of the high performance
drive system is looked into through the angle of developing accurate flux and speed
estimation algorithms.
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4.2 Speed Estimation

Rotor speed has been considered as a constant by many researchers in speed estimation
problem [8-10, 20-23, 67-69]. The idea is that the speed changes slowly compared to
electrical variables. Adopting such an approach allowed speed estimation without requiring
the knowledge of mechanical parameters of the drive system such as load torque, inertia
etc. In [8-10] speed was estimated using MRAS considering it as an unknown constant
parameter. In [20-23] the speed was considered as an unknown constant state of the
machine and EKF was used to estimate it. Recursive Least Square Estimation method was
used in [59-61] for speed estimation considering speed as an unknown constant parameter
and found out the value of estimated speed that best fits the measured and calculated data to
the dynamic equations of the motor.
In this section we propose a speed estimation algorithm for an indirect VC induction
motor drive. The proposed method does not require taking derivative of the measured
signals unlike that of [10, 59-61]. The method is also simpler to implement than
implementing EKF. In this method the model of the motor used for estimation is derived by
introducing a new quantity which is a function of rotor flux and speed assuming that rotor
speed varies slowly in comparison to electrical states. The new quantity containing
information about the rotor flux and speed is estimated using a reduced order observer.
Finally, the rotor speed is computed using the estimated quantity.
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4.2.1 Induction machine model

The induction motor model in stationary stator reference frame a-f} given by equation
(2.20) may be written in vector matrix form as:

(4.1)

j = AuV + *l2h + ^23vs

where 4 , = -{Rr/Lr)I+mJ,Al2

=(LmRr/lr)I,

(4-2)

A21 = - ^ _ { ( f i r / 4 ) / - f f l y }

0 1
Vr = \_Wra Vrfi ]

1

0

: r o t o r flux

>

isp I : stator current,

= [vvsa
ia v ] : stator voltage,
s=[

v

cr = \-l}m l{LsLr) : leakage coefficient

Now, we introduce a new quantity into the motor model which when introduced will
make the right hand side of conventional motor model given by equations (4.1) and (4.2)
independent of the unknowns - the rotor flux and speed. Let's define the new quantity as:
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Z = -AnWr

(4.3)

A new motor model is obtained after introducing the new quantity as given below:

(4.4)

Z

(4.5)

(4.6)

where Au = -I, A24 = [Lm l(aLsLr ) } / ,
A32 ^^/L^I-coiL^/L^J

and AM =An

4.2.2 Observer Structure and Speed Estimation

The proposed speed estimation algorithm is based on observing the newly defined
quantity which is a function of rotor flux and speed. Equation (4.5) and (4.6) are used for
constructing a Gopinath's reduced order observer [62] for estimating the newly defined
quantity. The observer is as given below:
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A32ÍS+A34Z
32

dt
where G -\

ï
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(4.7)
V

dt)

J

is the observer gain.

Si J

Using equation (4.5) for —*- the observer equation becomes:
dt

% = A32is + A34Z +G\^

- A22is - A23vs - A24Zj

(4.8)

The observer poles can be placed at the desired locations in the stable region of the
complex plane by properly choosing the values of the elements of the G matrix. In order to
avoid taking derivative of the stator current in the algorithm we introduce another new
quantity:

D = Z-Gis

(4.9)

Finally, the observer is of the following form:

jfF

= {A32 + A34G-GA22

- GA24G)is -GA23vs
Z = D + Gis
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+(A34 - GA24)D

(4.10)
(4.11)

The block diagram of the Z observer is shown in Figure 4.1.

A34-GA

'24

D

GA23
l

O

Figure 4.1 Block diagram of Z observer

Assuming no parameter variation and no speed error, the equation for error dynamics is
given by:
(4.12)

Eigenvalues of (/i34 -A24G)are the observer poles which are as given below:

(4.13)
The desired observer dynamics can be imposed by proper selection of observer gain G.
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Next, let's see how the rotor speed is computed. It can be seen that the observed quantity
is a function of rotor flux and speed. Performing matrix multiplication of yrTJ

with

equation (4.3) we have:

This is a simple equation which does not involve derivative or integration. To use it directly
for speed computation we need to know the rotor flux; and as forZff andZ^ we can use the
estimated values. The required flux is obtained from the reference. Rearranging the above
equation we have the equation used for rotor speed computation as given below:

(4.15)

The coefficient matrices Ayi and A34 in the observer equation are updated with the
estimated values of rotor speed.
It is to be noted here that the model of the motor used in implementing the observer
algorithm has been developed assuming that the derivative of the rotor speed is zero. It is
valid to make such an assumption since the dynamics of rotor speed is much slower than
that of electrical states. Moreover, such an assumption allows estimation without requiring
the knowledge of mechanical quantities of the drive such as load torque, inertia etc.
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4.2.3 Simulation Results

The proposed speed estimation algorithm is validated by simulation. The details of the
3-phase squirrel cage induction motor used in simulation are given in Appendix A. The
block diagram of the sensorless indirect vector controlled induction motor drive
incorporating the proposed speed estimator shown in Figure 4.2 is simulated. The results of
simulation are shown in Fig. 4.3-4.5.

INVERTER

IM(O

Figure 4.2 Sensorless indirect VC induction motor drive

Initially, the drive is run at no load. It is accelerated from rest to 150 rad/s at 0.15 sec.
and then, the speed is reversed at 2.5 sec. The speed is reversed again at 5.5 sec. The speed
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of the motor (com ) , estimated speed (êm ) and reference speed {co*m ) are shown in Figure 4.3
(a). Figure 4.3 (b) shows speed estimation error(com -â>m).
(Z)

The newly defined quantity

and its estimated value (Z) are shown in Figure 4.3 (c) and its estimation error

(Z - Z) is shown in Figure 4.3 (d).
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Figure 4.3 Acceleration and speed reversal at no load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speeds;
(b) speed estimation error; (c) actual Z and estimated Z and (d) Z estimation error
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The estimation algorithm and the drive response are then verified under loading and
unloading conditions. The unloaded drive is started at 0.15 sec and full load is applied at 1
sec; then load is completely removed at 2 s. Later, after speed reversal, full load is applied
at 3.5 sec and the load is fully removed at 4.5 sec. The machine is brought to rest at 5.5
sec. Figure 4.4 shows the speed estimation result and response of the sensorless drive
system.
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Figure 4.4 Application and removal of load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speeds; (b) speed
estimation error; (c) actual Z and estimated Z and (d) Z estimation error
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Then, the accuracy of the estimation algorithm and response of the sensorless induction
motor drive is verified under fully loaded condition at various operating speeds. The drive
is started at full load to 150 rad/s and the speed is reduced in steps in order to observe the
response of the loaded drive at various speeds. Figure 4.5 shows the estimation results and
response of the loaded drive.

Reference speed
Actual speed
Estimated speed

2

3
4
1ime[s]
(a)

Figure 4.5 Operation at full load at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speeds; (b)
speed estimation error; (c) actual Z and estimated Z and (d) Z estimation error
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4.2.4 Discussion

The results of simulation show that the estimation accuracy of the proposed speed
estimation algorithm is good; however, it is found that the estimation accuracy decreases
with the decrease in speed. This is due to the fact that estimation algorithm uses command
flux for speed computation and not the actual rotor flux which however is little bit different
from the reference value and the difference becomes more with the decrease in speed. The
problem is overcome in the next section by using a rotor flux observer based on the voltage
model of the machine along with the observer of the newly defined quantity.
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4.2.5 Improvement in Speed Estimation

It is observed that the estimation algorithm presented above gives good estimation
accuracy under both dynamic and steady state conditions. However, it is found that the
estimation accuracy decreases with decrease in speed. This is because of the fact that the
estimation algorithm uses the command flux for speed estimation and not the actual rotor
flux which however is little bit different from the command value, and the difference
becomes more with the decrease in speed. The problem is overcome by using a rotor flux
observer based on the voltage model of the machine along with the observer of the newly
defined quantity. This allows accurate speed estimation in various operating ranges. The
speed is computed using (4.15) after replacing the command flux by the estimated one.
Further, due to the obvious advantages of dc current regulators over ac current regulators as
regards its robustness, and load and operating point independence [63] the control system
uses dc current regulators. The rotor flux estimator and the control scheme are presented in
the following subsections.

4.2.5.1 Rotor Flux Estimation

Using (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14) we obtain the equation commonly known as the voltage
model of induction motor given below:
Vr =T-{Kvs -Rsis)dt-aLsis)
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(4.16)

The rotor flux can be estimated using (4.16). However, the integration in (4.16) produces a
problem of dc off-set and drift component in low speed region. Therefore, a first order low
pass filter (LPF) is used instead of integration. The phase error in the low speed region
produced due to LPF is approximately compensated by adding low pass filtered reference
flux with the same time constant as above, and producing the estimated rotor flux [64]. The
estimator equation is given as:

TS

(4.17)

where r is the LPF time constant.
The command rotor flux V*r in (4.17) is obtained as follows:

V* =

w*
ra

IT,*

* '

Wr cos p
u/*

W*

Jrp

•

*

(4.18)

where W.r* = L-misd.* and p the command rotor flux angle is as given by:

*
p

*
=)G>et

û>*, the command rotor flux speed is computed as given below:
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(4.19)

(4.20)
The command slip speed co*i is given by:

(4.21)
L

r'ds

The block diagram of the rotor flux estimator is shown in Figure 4.6.
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l + TS

+ TS

v Vr

*',

Figure 4.6 Rotor flux estimator

4.2.5.2 Speed computation

The equation (4.15) after modification is used for speed computation. In place of
reference flux, estimated flux is used as given below:

0)

=•

ra
2

.
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2

(4.22)

4.2.5.3 Simulation Results

Simulation is carried out in order to verify the accuracy of the estimation algorithm and
to see the response of the sensorless drive system. The block diagram of sensorless vector
controlled induction motor drive incorporating the flux and speed estimator is shown in
Figure 4.7.

FLUX VECTOR
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ROTOR
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IM

Figure 4.7 Sensorless vector controlled induction motor drive

First, the sensorless drive is run at no load to verify the performance of the observer
under no load condition at various operating speeds. The drive is started at no-load and is
run at various speeds by increasing it in steps to 10 rad/s, 50 rad/s, 100 rad/s and 150 rad/s
at 0.3 sec, 1.5 sec, 3 sec and 4.5 sec respectively. The speed of the motor (com), estimated
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speed(â>m),

reference speed (<om) and speed estimation error (com -ôm) are shown in

Figure 4.8 (a). Figure 4.8 (b) shows the actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error

(Z-Z).
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Figure 4.8 No load operation at vanous speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual Z , estimated Z , and Z estimation error
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Then, the unloaded drive is subjected to a slow change in speed profile (trapezoidal), the
results of which are shown in Figure 4.9.
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Figure 4.9 No load operation with trapezoidal speed profile; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error; (b) actual Z , estimated Z , and Z estimation error
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Then, the performance of the estimator is verified on loading and unloading. Full load is
applied at 1 sec to the machine operating at no load at a speed of ISO rad/s and then the load
is removed completely at 2 sec. Later, after speed reversal, full load is applied at 4 s and the
load is completely removed at 5 sec. The response of the drive on application and removal
of load is shown in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Application and removal of load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and speed
estimation error; (b) actual Z , estimated Z , and Z estimation error.
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Then, estimator performance is verified under fully loaded condition of the drive at
various operating speeds. The fully loaded machine is accelerated to 150 rad/s at 0.3 s,
and then the speed is reduced in steps to 100 rad/s, 50 rad/s and 10 rad/s at 2.5 sec, 3.5 sec
and 4.5 sec respectively. Figure 4.11 shows the estimation results and response of the drive
during the operation.
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Figure 4.11 Full load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual, estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual Z , estimated Z , and Z estimation error.
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4.2.5.5 Discussion

Good speed estimation accuracy was obtained under both dynamic and steady state
conditions under various operating conditions and response of the VC induction motor
drive incorporating the estimation algorithms was found to be good.
The speed estimation algorithm presented in this section depends upon the knowledge of
the rotor flux, whereas, the rotor flux estimator is independent of rotor speed and requiring
only the measurable stator terminal quantities the stator voltage and current. A new rotor
flux estimation algorithm for speed sensorless induction motor drive is presented in the
next section where rotor flux and speed are estimated jointly.
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4.3 Flux Estimation for Speed Sensorless Vector Controlled Induction Motor Drive

Induction machines do not allow rotor flux to be easily measured. The current model
and the voltage model are the traditional solutions, and their benefits and drawbacks are
well known [65]. Various observers for flux estimation were analyzed in the work by
Verghese and Sanders [66] and Jansen and Lorenz [67]. Over the years several other have
been presented, many of which include speed estimation [9,20,64, 68-70].
Taj ima et al [9] proposed MRAS [8] with novel pole allocation method for speed
estimation while rotor flux estimation was done using Gopinath's observer. In [20]
Extended Kalman Filter was used for estimating the rotor flux and speed using a full order
model of the motor assuming that rotor speed is a constant. Ohtani et al [64] used the
voltage model for flux estimation overcoming the problem associated with integrator and
low pass filter while speed was obtained using a frequency controller. A speed adaptive
flux observer was proposed in [68] for estimating rotor flux and speed. In [69] Gopinath
style reduced order observer was used for estimating the rotor flux while the speed was
computed using an equation derived from the motor model. Yan et al [70] proposed a flux
and speed estimator based on the sliding-mode control methodology. In this section, we
propose a new flux estimation algorithm for speed sensorless rotor flux oriented controlled
induction motor drive. The proposed method is based on observing a newly defined
quantity introduced in Section 4.2.1 which when introduced makes the right hand side of
the conventional motor model independent of rotor flux and speed. Rotor flux estimation is
achieved using a modified Blaschke equation obtained after introduction of the newly
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defined quantity into the Blaschke equation or commonly known as the current model;
while, speed is computed using a simple equation obtained using this new quantity.

4.3.1 Estimation of Rotor Flux and Speed

A new motor model was derived in section 4.2.1 after introducing a newly defined
quantity Z. Then, a speed estimation algorithm based on observing the newly defined
quantity was presented where flux required for speed computation was obtained from the
reference flux. Speed estimation accuracy was improved further using a rotor flux
estimation algorithm based on the voltage model of the motor. The speed computation
equation (4.22) requires the knowledge of rotor flux and Z. Here, we propose a joint rotor
flux and speed estimation algorithm. The block diagram of the proposed rotor flux and
speed estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12 Rotor flux and speed estimator
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CO

Rotor flux may be obtained directly using the modified Blaschke equation (4.4) which is
obtained after introducing the newly defined quantity Z into the Blaschke equation as:

(4.23)

However, rotor flux computation by pure integration suffers from dc offset and drift
problems. To overcome the above problems a low pass filter is used instead of pure
integrator and the phase error due to low pass filtering is approximately compensated by
adding low passfilteredreference flux with the same time constant as used above [64] [80].
The equation of the proposed rotor flux estimator is given below:

(4.24)

where r is the LPF time constant. The command rotor flux ÎP* is obtained as follows:

*
«TV*

TV-

cos p
cos p
- Lmhd
*
sinp
sinp*
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(4.25)

The command rotor flux angle p is obtained by integrating the command rotor flux speed
as given below:

p =\eo*edt = \ (<asl + ê)dt

(4.26)

The command slip speed <o*i is given by:

<oa=—-y-

(4.27)

L

We know that the equation of the back emf is given by:

e = t^L^z. = ^L(Anis + Al4Z)

(4.28)

Now, equation (4.24) may also be written as:

T-,...i # « 1 +771:^

Block diagram of therotorfluxestimator is shown in Figure 4.13.
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(4-29)
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Figure 4.13 Rotor Flux Estimator

Figure 4.14 explains how estimated flux is obtained using equation (4.29).

y/r - axis

Figure 4.14 Obtaining estimated rotor flux
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4.3.2 Simulation Results

The proposed rotor flux and speed estimation algorithm is incorporated into a vector
controlled induction motor drive. The block diagram of the sensorless VC induction motor
drive is shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 Sensorless VC induction motor drive

First, acceleration and speed reversal at no load is performed. A speed command of 150
rad/s at 0.5 sec is given to the drive system which was initially at rest, and then the speed is
reversed at 3 sec. The estimation of rotor flux and speed and the response of the sensorless
drive are shown in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.16 (a) shows reference (<o*m), actual (<om),
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estimated (â>m) speed, and speed estimation error (œm -âm). The module of the actual
(|^,.|), estimated (|# r |) rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error (|y/r \-\y/r |) are
shown in Figure 4.16 (b).
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Figure 4.16 Acceleration and speed reversal at no-load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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The drive is then run at various speeds under no load condition. It is accelerated from
rest to 10 rad/s at 0.5 sec, and then accelerated further to 50 rad/s, 100 rad/s and 150 rad/s at
1.5 sec, 3 sec and 4.5 sec respectively. Figure 4.17 shows the estimation of rotor flux and
speed, and the response of the sensorless drive system.
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Figure 4.17 No-load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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Then, the unloaded drive is subjected to a slow change in reference speed profile
(trapezoidal). The estimation results and sensorless drive's response are shown in Figure
4.18.
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Figure 4.18 No-load operation with trapezoidal speed profile; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation
error
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Further, the performance of the estimator and the response of the sensorless drive are
verified under loaded conditions at various operating speeds. The fully loaded drive is
accelerated to 150 rad/s at 0.5 s and then decelerated in steps to 100 rad/s, 50 rad/s and 10
rad/s at 1.5 sec, 3 sec and 4.5 sec respectively. Figure 4.19 shows the estimation results and
response of the loaded drive system.
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Figure 4.19 Full load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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Then, the estimator performance is verified on loading and unloading. The unloaded
drive at rest is accelerated to ISO rad/s at 0.5 sec and full load is applied at 1 sec; then, the
load completely at 2 s. Later, after speed reversal, full load is applied at 4 s, and, the load is
fully removed at 5 s. Figure 4.20 shows the estimation results and the response of the
sensorless drive.
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estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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4.4 Conclusion

A new speed estimation algorithm in vector controlled induction motor drive has been
proposed. The proposed method is based on observing a newly defined quantity which is a
function of rotor flux and speed. The algorithm uses command flux for speed computation.
The problem of decrease in estimation accuracy with the decrease in speed was overcome
using a flux observer based on voltage model of the machine along with the observer of the
newly defined quantity, and satisfactory results were obtained.
Finally, a joint rotor flux and speed estimation algorithm has been proposed. The
proposed method is based on a modified Blaschke equation and on observing the newly
defined quantity mentioned above. Good estimation accuracy was obtained and the
response of the sensorless vector controlled drive was found to be satisfactory.
The mathematical model of the motor used for implementing the estimation algorithm
was derived with the assumption that the rotor speed dynamics is much slower than that of
electrical states. Therefore, increase in estimation accuracy of the proposed algorithms will
be observed with the increase in the size of the machine used.
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CHAPTER 5
SPEED SENSORLESS INDUCTION MOTOR DRIVE
ROBUST AGAINST
ROTOR RESISTANCE VARIATION

5.1 Introduction

A high performance sensorless induction motor drive requires speed estimation in
addition to estimating machine parameters most important of which is the rotor resistance
which varies during the operation of the motor. However, simultaneous estimation of speed
and rotor resistance was considered impossible for a long time. This is because under
constant flux operation in rotor flux oriented control, the rotor model is reduced to one
equation containing both speed and rotor resistance. So, a change in either rotor speed or
rotor resistance has an equal effect on the electrical behaviour of the motor. Recently, few
works have been reported on simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance [43-47].
In [43-45] simultaneous estimation was achieved by superimposing ac components on the
field current command; however this causes torque ripples and speed oscillations. Adaptive
state observer was used in [43] where adaptive schemes for speed and rotor resistance
estimation were derived using Lyapunov's stability theorem. In [44] a reduced order model
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of the motor was used for implementing estimation algorithm using EKF assuming that the
dynamics of speed, taken as a parameter, and rotor resistance are much slower than that of
electrical states. In [45] a Lyapunov-like technique was used for designing the estimator
with the assumption of constant speed and rotor resistance; however, as the speed was
assumed constant during estimator stability proof, rotor resistance estimation was required
to be disabled during speed transients to avoid drift errors in the estimate. In [46], it was
shown that the outputs of the PWM inverter contain enough high frequency signals which
make the injection of external signals unnecessary. A sixth order model of the motor was
used for implementing estimation algorithm using EKF. In [47] simultaneous estimation
was achieved without injecting any external signal. The rotor resistance was estimated using
least mean square algorithm and constant gain algorithm in the transient state and the speed
was estimated by subtracting slip speed from the synchronous speed. However, as the
simultaneous estimation could be achieved only during speed transients this method is
suitable for such applications where speed changes frequently.
This chapter presents a method for simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance
in an indirect vector controlled induction motor drive. The proposed method is applicable to
a large category of induction motor drives with a gradually varying load torque such as
viscous friction, fan/blower and centrifugal pump. Mathematical model of the motor used
for implementing estimation algorithm contains electromechanical equation of the drive in
order to take coupling between electrical and mechanical modes into consideration, which is
especially true for small sized machines. Speed and rotor resistance estimation algorithm is
implemented using EKF which is a standard, time-tested algorithm used worldwide for state
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and parameter estimation of nonlinear systems. Computational burden for implementing the
algorithm is reduced in this work by using reduced order EKF. However, with modern da}'
DSPs and FPGAs having fast computation capabilities, implementing EKF is not considered
to be a problem any more. Simultaneous estimation is achieved without injecting any
external signal which is believed to be a major contribution in the area of variable speed
induction motor drives. The estimated speed and rotor resistance are used for realizing a
sensorless indirect VC induction motor drive which is robust against rotor resistance
variation.

5.2 Induction Machine Model

Load that a motor drives depends upon the particular area of application of the drive. A
high percentage of motor applications require driving a gradually varying torque load. Two
types of load torques are known to exist under this category and both are considered here in
this work: (i) viscous friction load (it produces torque which is proportional to
speed;TL = Kva) and (ii) fan/blower or centrifugal pump load (it produces a torque which
is proportional to square of the speed; TL = Kb(o2).
The state and output equations of the reduced order model of the induction motor
established in stationary stator reference frame a-fi given by equation 2.20 can be written
as given below:
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y = F + Kv for viscous friction load, and y = F + Kbco for fan/blower or centrifugal pump
load.
In the model of the motor, the rotor resistance Rr has been introduced as the fourth
state. It is assumed that its dynamics is slow in comparison to that of other states and hence
its derivative is equated to zero.
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The model of the motor, after discretization is written as follows:
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+
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T represents the sampling period. Equation (5.2) is used for implementing the speed and
rotor resistance estimation algorithm using EKF. The motor torque command Tem which is
the output of the speed controller is used in place of Tem in the input (command) vector.

5.3 Extended Kalman Filter Algorithm

Extended Kalman Filter is one of the most effective algorithms used for online
estimation of states and parameters in induction motor drives. The main disadvantage of
this well-known method is its computational complexity, which however is no more a
problem with modern DSPs. In the case of FOC-Controlled Induction Motor presented in
this thesis, in order to reduce the computational requirements and since the stator currents
are available for measurement, a reduced order model of the motor is used for
implementing the estimation algorithm.
Kalman Filter is a recursive mean squared estimator. It is capable of producing optimal
estimates of system states that are not measured. The elements of the covariance matrices Q
and R serve as design parameters for convergence of the system. The Kalman Filter
approach assumes that the deterministic model of the motor is disturbed by centred white
noise viz. the state noise and measurement noise. The discrete time-varying nonlinear
model of the induction motor is of the following form:
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x(k +1) = /(*(*), u(k), k) + W(k)
= h(x(k),k) + V(k)

where f(x(k), u{k), k) = A(k)x(k)+B(k)u(k),

(5.3)
(5.4)

h(x(k), k) = C(k)x(k) ; and W(k) and V(k)

are the system and measurement noises respectively. These noises are supposed to be white
with zero mean and characterized by:

E{W(k)} = 0,E{W(k),WT (k)} = Q(k) > 0

(5.5)

E{V(k)} = Q,E{V{k),VT(k)} = R(k) > 0

(5.6)

The process covariance matrix QHk) and measurement covariance matrix R(k) are
symmetric and semi-definite. The EKF algorithm is as follows:

•

Step 1: Prediction

x(k + l/k) = f{x(klk),u(k)}

(5.7)

P(k + ll k) = F(k)P(kl k)F{k)T +Q(k)

(5.8)

where Jc(£) is the state estimate, P(k) is the estimation error covariance matrix and
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(5.9)
x(k)=x(k/k)

•

Step 2: Updating

(5.10)

(5.11)

K(

(5.12)

where K is the Kahnan gain matrix, (k+l/k) denotes prediction at time (k+1) based on data
up to and including k and

'•ï*W*-
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(5.13)

5.4 Simulation Results

Simulation is carried out in order to verify the performance of the speed and rotor
resistance estimation algorithm in addition to verifying the response of the drive system.
The block diagram of the vector controlled induction motor drive system incorporating the
estimation algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1 Sensorless indirect FOC induction motor drive

Verification of the performance of the estimation algorithm and the drive system is
carried out starting with load torque TL - Kvco. First, acceleration and reversal of the drive
is carried out in order to observe the performance of the estimator during the operation. The
machine is accelerated at 0.12 sec to a command speed of 150 rad/s and then it is reversed
at 3 sec. The rotor resistance is changed abruptly during steady state operation of the drive.
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Its value is increased from the nominal value of 5.365 il to 7 Í2 at 0.75 s, and then
decreased to original value at 2.25 sec. The resistance is increased again to 7toat 3.75 s,
and then decreased to its nominal value at 5.25 sec. The speed (eom), estimated speed (âm)
and speed estimation error (a>m - êm ) are shown in Figure 5.2 (a). Figure 5.2 (b) shows the
rotor resistance (Rr), estimated rotor resistance (Rr ) and rotor resistance estimation error
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Figure 5.2 Acceleration and reversal (with TL=KyO))\ (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error
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Next, the speed is increased in steps with sudden changes in rotor resistance. The
machine is accelerated to 50 rad/s at t=0.12 sec then, the speed is increased in steps to 100
rad/s at 2.5 sec and finally to 150 rad/s at 4.5 s. The rotor resistance is varied with sudden
changes in its value in order to observe the performance of the estimator at these speeds.
The rotor resistance is increased from its nominal value of 5.365 £2 to 7 £2 at 1.25 sec and
then brought down to nominal value at 3 sec. It is increased again to 7 £2 at 4 sec and
brought down to nominal value at 5.5 sec. The estimation results and response of the
sensorless drive is shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 Operation at various speeds (with TL=K/ÜJ); (a) reference, actuai and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error
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Then, the motor load is changed to a blower or centrifugal pump type load. The load
torque in this case is proportional to square of the speed (TL -Kbo)2).

Simulation is

carried out with the reference speed and rotor resistance profile similar to previous case
whenTL = Kva>. Estimation results for acceleration and speed reversal, along with sudden
changes in rotor resistance is shown in Figure 5.4.
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Then, the performance of the estimation algorithm and response of the drive are verified
for step increase in speed along with sudden changes in rotor resistance. The estimation
results and response of the drive system are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5 Operation at various speeds (with TL=Kbuf); (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error
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5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, a new sensorless vector controlled induction motor drive robust against
rotor resistance variation has been developed. Mathematical model of the motor used for
implementing estimation algorithm contains electromechanical equation of the drive in
order to take coupling between electrical and mechanical modes into consideration, which
is true especially for small sized machines. Speed and rotor resistance estimation algorithm
is implemented using EKF which has established itself as one of the standard algorithms
for state and parameter estimation of nonlinear systems. Computational burden for
implementing the algorithm is reduced in this work by using reduced order EKF. However,
with modern day DSPs and FPGAs having fest computation capabilities, implementing
EKF is not considered to be a problem any more. Simultaneous estimation of speed and
rotor resistance is achieved without injecting any external signal which is believed to be a
major contribution in the area of variable speed induction motor drives. The proposed
method is applicable to a large category of induction motor drives with a gradually varying
load such as, viscousfrictionload, fantolower and centrifugal pump.
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CHAPTER 6
REAL-TIME DIGITAL SIMULATION

6.1 Real-Time Systems

Real-time simulation can refer to the events simulated by a system (for example, a
computer) at the same speed they would occur in real life. As an example, in graphic
animation, a real-time program would display the objects moving across the screen at the
same speed they would actually move. In reference to embedded systems, real-time denotes
the required stability of the embedded system. In a real-time system, the embedded device
is given a predetermined amount of time, such as lms, 5ms, or 20ms to read input signals,
such as sensors, to perform all necessary calculations, such as control algorithms, and to
write all outputs, such as control actuators, and control fuel flow. Most general-purpose
systems are not real-time because they take a few seconds, or even minutes, to react.
Thanks to the speed of new processors, it's possible nowadays to implement complex
control systems using real-time simulation.
Typically, a real-time system consists of a controlling system and a controlled system.
In this type of systems the correctness of the system not only depends on the logical results
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of the computations, but also depends on the time at which the results are produced. The
controlling system interacting with a real-world plant is based on the information obtained
from various sensors and inputs that measure the actual state of the plant. The information
presented to the controller must be consistent with the actual state of the environment, or
the actions of the controlling system can be disasters.

6.2 Real-Time Systems Requirements

In most of the real-time systems, severe consequences result if the timing and logical
correctness requirements of the system are not satisfied. The requirements on a real-timecapable system can be attributed to three basic concepts: data throughput, responsiveness
and determinism. Data throughput is the speed at which the data is recorded and processed.
Responsiveness denotes the time-delay between the occurrence of an event and the
availability of the corresponding output data. Deterministic system behaviour requires that
the input data occurring at a determined rate can be processed online without any data
being lost [71]. The system must react to the events in a predictable manner under all
operating conditions and be able to complete the corresponding calculations within the
guaranteed response time.
A real-time system must be able to handle time constraints which are commonly divided
into two categories: hard real-time systems and soft real-time systems. In soft real-time
systems, time correctness is important but not critical while in hard real-time systems it is
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critically important and may not be sacrificed for other gains. Computer control in hard
real-time systems is becoming common in a wide range of uses, especially in safety critical
systems. Timing is no longer a node internal issue since each node has to synchronize its
actions with other nodes regarding their time limitations [72].
Therefore, being real-time does not mean for a system, the data is processed as quickly
as it's possible according to the used equipments. It rather means that the defined time
limits are observed, whereas the absolute limitation values depend on each individual
application. The goal of a real-time operation system is to manage the resources of a system
in accordance with the above mentioned requirements [73, 74]. Setting the step time very
small may make the system behaviour very similar to the real (analog) environment, but the
hardware implementation of the system is technologically limited by the hardware (such as
CPU time). So, the sampling time can be increased until the results have not been affected
by this increase.

6.3 Concept of Real-Time Digital Simulation

PC-Cluster based real-time simulation is now widely used by high-tech industries,
particularly automotive [75-78] and aeronautics industries (aircraft flight control, satellite
control, etc.), as the main tool for rapid prototyping of complex engineering systems in a
cost-effective and secure manner, while reducing the time-to-market.
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A PC-Cluster is a parallel multiprocessor computer system capable of meeting the real-time
performance requirements during simulation. Figure 6.1 shows the concept of digital realtime simulation of an induction motor drive system. Real-time simulation is achieved by
running on separate processors (targets) and in parallel the (i) controllers and estimators,
(ii) static converter and induction motor, (iii) data acquisition and user interface. These
three modules are actually C-codes (numerical modules) obtained by an automatic code
generator for real-time execution.

Figure 6.1 Real-time simulation of induction motor drive system
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Real-time simulation is the first step in any rapid control prototyping development project.
As soon as the design requirements are fulfilled, the physical process to be controlled may
be integrated, via fast I/O interfaces and replace its real-time model, with the simulation
environment as shown in Figure 6.2.
Once the Hardware-in-the-Loop simulation has been completed, the automatically
generated code of the real-time model of the controller may be used as the actual control
system by transferring it into the memory of an embedded controller. This procedure is
known as Rapid Control Prototyping.

Real Time Model of the
Induction Motor and the
Power Converter
Real Time Model of
the Controller

Figure 6.2 Hardware in the loop simulation of induction motor drive system
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6.4 Implementation of Real-Time Digital Simulation

The performance of the high performance sensorless vector controlled induction motor
drives incorporating the estimation algorithms (as shown in Figure 4.2, 4.7, 4.15 and 5.1)
are verified by performing a PC cluster based real-time digital simulation using RT-Lab
software package. As shown in Figure 6.3, RT-Lab [79] uses Matlab/Simulink as a frontend interface for editing graphic models in block-diagram format, which are afterwards
used by this real-time simulator to generate the necessary C-codes for real-time simulations
on a single or more target processors running QNX.
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individual
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Execution
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REAL-TIME SIMULATION
WITH (I/O) INTERFACE
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Target n

Target Processors are
External Boards

Running
QNX - RIOS

Figure 6.3 Principle of real-time simulation using RT Lab
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The sensorless drive systems are taken one by one and real time digital simulation is
carried out in order to verify the accuracy of the estimation algorithms in addition to
verifying the response of the drive systems. Each drive system in its turn is distributed over
three target processors. The first two target processors are Pentium III running at 480 MHz,
installed on a dual-CPU motherboard with shared memory of 512 MB. The third one,
connected to the others through a fast Fire Wire real-time link, is a Pentium III running at
400 MHz with 128 Mbytes of memory. The first CPU of the dual-CPU unit, acting as slave
#1: ss_controller_estimator, computes in real-time the estimator algorithms, the
controllers, the rotor flux decoupling unit and the coordinate transformation unit. The
second one, acting as slave # 2: ss_inv_motor, computes in realtime the induction motor,
the PWM signal generator and the voltage source inverter. The third processor, acting as
master: sm_data_aquisition, is dedicated to data acquisition, scuserinterface is the
console used for input reference and command signals and for signal visualisation. These
block diagrams are actually Simulink models grouped to form a subsystem. Once the
models are grouped into console (sc_), data acquisition (sm_) and computation (ss_)
subsystems, special blocks called OpComm blocks must be inserted into the subsystems.
These are simple feed-through blocks that intercept all incoming signals before sending
them to computation blocks and provide information to RT-Lab concerning the type and
size of these intercepted signals. This signal interception is mandatory because when a
simulation model runs in the RT-Lab environment; all connections between the main
subsystems are replaced by hardware communication links. Opcomm also controls the
speed of data flow between the subsystems in addition to controlling the subsystem
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sampling time. In this work the sampling time for the slaves are set to 50 us while the
sampling time for the master is set to 1 ms. The drive control system in RT Lab
environment is as shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 RT Lab model of the induction machine sensorless drive
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6.4.1 Speed Estimation in Vector Controlled Induction Motor Drive

The sensorless drive control scheme shown in figure 4.2 is distributed over three
processors as shown in Figure 6.4. The slave #1: ss_controller_estimator subsystem
computes in real-time the speed estimation algorithm, the speed controller, the rotor flux
decoupling unit, the coordinate transformation and the current controllers, whereas, the
slave #2: ss_inv_motor computes the induction motor, the PWM signal generator and the
voltage source inverter. The master: smdataaquisition, is dedicated to data acquisition,
and sc_user_interface is the console used for input reference and command signals and for
signal visualisation.
Performance of the sensorless drive is verified under various operating conditions.
Initially, the drive is run at no load. Figure 6.5 shows the response of the unloaded drive
system during starting and speed reversal. The speed of the motor(com), estimated speed
(û>OT)and reference speed (io^)are shown in Figure 6.5 (a). Actual speed is the speed
obtained from the simulated model of the motor. Figure 6.5 (b) shows speed estimation
error{am -âm).

The newly defined quantity (Z) and its estimated value (Z) are shown

in Figure 6.5 (c) and their estimation error (Z - Z) is shown in Figure 6.5 (d).
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Figure 6.5 No load operation; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, (b) speed estimation
error, (c) actual Z and estimated Z, and (d) Z estimation error
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Then, the drive system is subjected to loading and unloading conditions. The machine is
started at no load at 0.25 sec then, full load is applied at 1 sec and the load is completely
removed at 2 sec. Later, after speed reversal, full load is applied at 4 sec and the load is
fully removed at 5 sec. The response of the sensorless drive on application and removal of
load is shown in Figure 6.6 (a - d).
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Figure 6.6 Loading and unloading; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, (b) speed estimation
error, (c) actual Z and estimated Z, and (d) Z estimation error
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The drive is then, operated under full load conditon at various speeds. The fully loaded
drive is started at 0.25 sec to 150 rad/s and the speed is reduced in steps to 75 rad/s at 2 sec
and then to 25 rad/s at 4 sec in order to observe the speed estimation accuracy and response
of the loaded drive at various speeds. Figure 6.7 shows results of operation under under
above-mentioned conditions.
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Figure 6.7 Full load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, (b)
speed estimation error, (c) actual Z and estimated Z, and (d) Z estimation error
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6.4.2 Improvement in Speed Estimation

Improvement in speed estimation and drive dynamics was suggested in section 4.2.4.
The sensorless drive control scheme shown in figure 4.7 is .distributed over three processors
as shown in Figure 6.4. In this case, the slave #1: ss_controller_estimator subsystem
computes in real-time the speed estimation algorithm, flux estimation algorithm, the speed
controller,

the

flux

controller,

the

current

controllers

and

the coordinate

transformation, whereas, the slave #2: ss_inv_motor computes the induction motor, the
PWM signal generator and the voltage source inverter. The master: sm_data_aquisition, is
dedicated to data acquisition, and scuserjnterface is the console used for input reference
and command signals and for signal visualisation.
The accuracy of the estimation algorithm and performance of the drive system
incorporporating the estimation algorithms are verified under various operating conditions.
First, the sensorless drive is run without load to verify the performance of the observer
under no-load condition. The drive is run at various operating speeds by increasing the
speed in steps to 10 rad/s, 50 rad/s, 100rad/s and 150rad/sat0.5 sec, 1.5 sec, 3 sec and
4.5 sec respectively. The speed of the motor {am ), estimated speed (â>m ) ,
{m*m) and speed estimation error {com -Sm)

are shown in Figure 6.8 (a). Figure 6.8 (b)

shows the actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error
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Figure 6.8 No load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error, (b) actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error
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The sensorless drive system is then subjected to a slow change in speed profile
(trapezoidal) without applying any load during the whole operation. The results of realtime digital simulation during this operation are shown in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 No load operation with trapezoidal speed profile; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error, (b) actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error
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Next, the performance of the estimator is verified on loading and unloading. The drive is
started at O.S sec without any load to a speed of ISO rad/s and full load is applied at 1 sec:
then, the load is removed completely at 2 sec. Later, after speed reversal at no load, full load
is applied at 4 s and the load is fully removed at S s. The response o f the drive on
application and removal of load is shown in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Application and removal of load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and speed
estimation error, (b) actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error
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Then, the performance of the estimator is verified under fully loaded condition of the
drive at various operating speeds. The fully loaded drive is accelerated to 150 rad/s at
0.3 s, and then, the speed is reduced in steps to 100 rad/s, 50 rad/s and 10 rad/s at 1.5 sec, 3
sec and 4.5 sec respectively. Figure 6.11 shows the real-time simulation results during the
operation of the drive.
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Figure 6.11 Full load operation at various reference speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error, (b) actual Z, estimated Z and Z estimation error
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6.43 Flux Estimation for Speed Sensorless Induction Motor Drive

In this section the results ofreal-timedigital simulation of the joint estimation algorithm
for rotor flux and speed proposed in section 4.3.1 is presented. The vector controlled drive
scheme incorporating the estimation algorithm shown in figure 4.15 is distributed over
three processors as shown in Figure 6.4. In this case, the slave #1: ss_controller_estimator
subsystem computes inreal-timethe rotor flux and speed estimation algorithm, the speed
controller, the current controllers and the coordinate transformation; whereas, the slave #2:
ss_inv_motor computes the induction motor, the PWM signal generator and the voltage
source inverter. The master: sm_data_aquisition, is dedicated to data acquisition, and
sc_user_interface is the console used for giving command signals and for signal
visualisation.
The accuracy of the flux and speed estimation algorithm and performance of the drive
system incorporporating the estimation algorithm are verified under various operating
conditions. First, acceleration and speed reversal at no load is performed. A speed
command of 150 rad/s at 0.5 sec is given to the drive system which was initially at rest, and
then the speed is reversed at 3 sec. The response of the drive is shown in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12 (a) shows reference (<o*m), actual (tom), estimated (Sm) speed, and speed
estimation error {com -òm). The module of the actual (\Vr |), estimated (\Vr\) rotor flux,
and rotor flux estimation error (| Vr \ -1 Vr | ) are shown in Figure 6.12 (b).
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Figure 6.12 Acceleration and speed reversal at no-load; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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The drive is then run at various speeds under no load condition. It is accelerated from rest
to 10 rad/s at 0.5 sec, then accelerated further to 50 rad/s, 100 rad/s and 150 rad/s at 1.5 sec,
3 sec and 4.5 sec respectively. Figure 6.13 shows the results of estimation of rotor flux and
speed, and the response of the sensorless drive system.
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Figure 6.13 No-load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error.
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Then, the drive is subjected to a slow change in reference speed profile (trapezoidal), the
results of which are shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14 No-ioad operation with trapezoidal speed profile; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation
error.
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Further, the performance of the estimator is verified under loaded conditions at various
operating speeds. The fully loaded drive is accelerated to ISO rad/s at 0.5 sec and then
decelerated in steps to 100 rad/s, 50 rad/s and 10 rad/s at 1.5 sec, 3 sec and 4.5 sec
respectively. Figure 6.15 shows the estimation results and response of the loaded drive
system.
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Figure 6.15 Full load operation at various speeds; (a) reference, actual and estimated speed, and
speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation error
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The performance of the estimator is then verified on loading and unloading. The drive at
rest is accelerated at no-load to ISO rad/s at O.S sec and full load is applied at 1 sec; the load
is then removed completely at 2 sec. Later, after speed reversal, full load is applied at 4 sec,
then, the load is fully removed at 5 sec. Figure 6.16 shows the estimation results and the
response of the sensorless drive.
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Figure 6.16 Drive response on application and removal of load; (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error; (b) actual and estimated rotor flux, and rotor flux estimation
error
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6.4.4 Speed Sensorless Induction Motor Drive Robust Against Rotor Resistance
Variation

The results of real-time digital simulation of the simultaneous speed and rotor resistance
estimation algorithm proposed in Chapter 5 are presented in this section. The vector
controlled drive scheme incorporating the estimation algorithm shown in Figure 5.1 is
distributed over the three processors as shown in Figure 6.4. The slave #1:
ss_controller_estimator subsystem computes in real-time the speed and rotor resistance
estimation algorithm, the speed controller, rotor flux decoupling module, the coordinate
transformation and the current controllers; whereas, the slave #2: ss_inv_motor computes
the induction motor, the PWM signal generator and the voltage source inverter. The master:
sm_data_aquisition, is dedicated to data acquisition, and sc_user_interface is the console
used for giving command signals and for signal visualisation.
We start with the induction motor drive with load torque TL=KV<O. First, acceleration and
reversal of the drive is carried out in order to observe the performance of the estimator
during the operation. The machine is accelerated at 0.12 sec to a command speed of 150
rad/s and then it is reversed at 5 sec. The rotor resistance is changed abruptly during steady
state operation of the drive. Its value is increased from the nominal value of 5.365 £2 to 7 £2
at 1.5 sec, and then decreased to original value at 4 sec. The resistance is increased again to
7 SI at 6 sec, and then decreased to its nominal value at 9 sec. Figure 6.17 (a) shows
reference (&m),

actual (com),

estimated (a>m) speed, and speed estimation error
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(6)m-êm).

The actual rotor resistance (R,.), estimated rotor resistance (k\) and rotor

resistance estimation error (R,. -R\) are shown in Figure 6.17 (b).
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Figure 6.17 Acceleration and speed reversal (with T^K^œ); (a) reference, actual and estimated
speed, and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor
resistance estimation error

Next, the drive is accelerated to 50 rad/s at t=0.12 sec then, the speed is increased in
steps to 100 rad/s at 4 sec and finally to 150 rad/s at 8 sec. The rotor resistance is varied
with sudden changes in its value in order to observe the performance of the estimator at
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these speeds. The rotor resistance is increased from its nominal value of 5.365 Í2 to 7 £2 at 2
sec and then brought down to nominal value at 5.5 sec. It is increased again to 7 Í2 at 6.5
sec and brought down to nominal value at 9 sec. Figure 6.18 shows the results of estimation
and response of the drive system.
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Figure 6.18 Operation at various speeds (with TL=KyW); (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error

Now, we change the motor load to a blower or centrifugal pump type load. The load
torque in this case is proportional to square of the speed (TL=Kbco2).
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Real-time digital

simulation is carried out to verify the performance of the observer and the response of the
drive system. First, acceleration and reversal is carried out with sudden rotor resistance
changes similar to the speed and rotor resistance presented above (for

The

TL=KV<O).

estimation results and drive response are shown in Figure 6.19.
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Figure 6.19 Acceleration and reversal (with TL=KtSif); (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error

Then, the drive is run at various speeds to see the performance of the observer at
different speeds. The machine is accelerated to 50 rad/s at t=0.12 sec then, the speed is
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increased in steps to 100 rad/s at 5 sec and finally to ISO rad/s at 8 sec. The rotor resistance
is varied with sudden changes in its value in order to observe the performance of the
estimator at these speeds. The rotor resistance is increased from its nominal value of 5.365
£2 to 7 £2 at 2 sec and then brought down to nominal value at 6 sec. It is increased again to 7
Í2 at 7 sec and brought down to nominal value at 9 sec. Figure 6.20 shows the estimation
results of estimation and drive response.
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Figure 6.20 Operation at various speeds (with TL=KbW2); (a) reference, actual and estimated speed,
and speed estimation error; (b) rotor resistance, estimated rotor resistance and rotor resistance
estimation error
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, real-time digital simulation, a powerful tool for rapid prototyping of
complex control system has been carried out in order to further validate the estimation
algorithms proposed earlier in addition to verifying the response of the drive systems
incorporating the estimation algorithms
The drive systems presented in chapter 4 and S were taken one by one and real-time
digital simulations were carried out. The parts of each drive system were grouped into three
modules: (i) subsystem one (controllers and estimators), (ii) subsystem two (static
converter and induction motor) and (iii) subsystem three (data acquisition and user
interface). Then, these three modules were distributed over three CPUs and real-time digital
simulation is carried out where the CPUs work in parallel. Therefore, communication
between these modules is only through hardware. Real-time digital simulations were
carried out taking realistic sampling time for each part of the drive system so that realistic
results were obtained just like that of any drive control system in real-time. Results
obtained with Real-time digital simulation agree with what were obtained earlier using
Simulink. Good estimation accuracies were obtained and responses of the sensorless drives
were found to be satisfactory.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

7.1 Conclusions

The development of a high performance sensorless induction motor drive has been
addressed in this thesis. Drive control has been done in rotor flux coordinates in order to
allow natural decoupling of flux and torque producing components of the stator current
space vector. Problem associated with sensored drives has been removed by developing
new rotor flux and speed estimation algorithms which uses only the measurable stator
terminal quantities: the voltage and current. The state and parameter estimation problem
has been looked into as a question of proper mathematical modeling of the machine in an
appropriate reference frame, which, along with proper choice of states enables us to
develop a new estimation algorithm capable of accurate estimation.
The research objective of developing a high performance sensorless induction motor
drive has been achieved by adopting a two directional strategy while developing estimation
algorithms. In the first approach, the dynamics of rotor speed was considered much slower
than that of electrical states and hence its time derivative was equated to zero in the motor
model used for estimation. A new quantity, which is a function of rotor flux and speed, was
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defined, introducing which a new motor model was derived. A new rotor speed estimation
algorithm in an indirect VC induction motor drive based on observing the newly defined
quantity has been proposed. The proposed method is simple and involves no derivative. It
has been demonstrated that the method has good estimation accuracy under various
operating conditions. The problem of decrease in estimation accuracy at low speed with the
proposed observer was overcome using a flux observer, based on voltage model of the
machine along with the observer of the newly defined quantity. Finally, a new rotor flux
estimation algorithm for speed sensorless rotor flux oriented controlled induction motor
drive has been developed. The proposed algorithm is based on a modified Blaschke
equation and on observing the newly defined quantity. It was observed that estimation
accuracy of the proposed estimator was good under both transient and steady state
conditions, and response of the sensorless vector controlled induction motor drive system
was found to be satisfactory. As the mathematical model of the motor used for
implementing the estimation algorithm was derived with the assumption that the rotor
speed dynamics is much slower than that of electrical states, increase in estimation
accuracy of the proposed algorithms will be observed with the increase in the size of the
machine used.
In the second approach electro-mechanical equation of the drive was used in the motor
model used for implementing estimation algorithm in order to take the coupling between
the electrical and mechanical modes into consideration which is true especially for small
sized machines. A new sensorless vector controlled induction motor drive robust against
rotor resistance variation has been developed. Speed and rotor resistance estimation
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algorithm was implemented using EKF which is a standard, time-tested algorithm used
worldwide for state and parameter estimation of nonlinear systems. Computational burden
for implementing the algorithm was reduced in this work by using reduced order EKF.
However, with modern day DSPs and FPGAs having fast computation capabilities,
implementing EKF is not considered to be a problem any more. Simultaneous estimation of
speed and rotor resistance could be achieved under both transient and steady state
conditions without injecting any external signal. This achievement is believed to be a major
contribution in the area of variable speed induction motor drives. Results showed good
estimation accuracies, and the performance of the sensorless vector controlled induction
motor drive incorporating the estimation algorithm was found to be satisfactory. The
proposed method is applicable to a large category of induction motor drives with a
gradually varying load such as, viscous friction load, fan/blower and centrifugal pump.
Even though a small sized machine was used in this work the algorithm is valid for
induction machine of any size.
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7.2 Suggestions for Future Work

The newly defined quantity introduced in Chapter 4 contains rotor resistance
information as well, in addition to that of rotor flux and speed. Therefore, future research
efforts may be made towards developing a rotor resistance estimation algorithm using the
new motor model. In the proposed algorithms rotor flux was necessary for speed
estimation. Future research efforts may also be made towards developing a speed
estimation algorithm for which the knowledge of rotor flux is not necessary.
A method for simultaneous estimation of speed and rotor resistance which does not
require external signal injection was proposed in Chapter 5. The proposed method is
applicable to a large category of induction motor drives with a gradually varying load
torque such as viscous friction, fan/blower and centrifugal pump. Research works may be
carried out in future in order to develop algorithms for simultaneous speed and rotor
resistance estimation for other load types. Further, in the present work speed and rotor
resistance estimation algorithm is implemented using EKF which is a standard, time-tested
algorithm used worldwide for state and parameter estimation of nonlinear systems. Future
estimation work may be done by using the recently developed Unscented Kalman Filter
[80-82] which is a derivative-free alternative to the Extended Kalman Filter.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: INDUCTION MACHINE DETAILS
Rated Power

Pr

500 W

Rated Line-Line Voltage

Vr

220 F

Rated Torque

T

3.33 N.m

Number of Poles

P

4

Stator Resistance

Rs

4.495 Q

Stator Inductance

Ls

0.165 H

Magnetising Inductance

Lm

0.149 H

Rotor Resistance

Rr

5.365 fi

Rotor Inductance

Lr

0.162 H

Rotor Moment of Inertia

J

0.00095 Kgm2

Damping Coefficient

F

0.0004 Nms
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APPENDIX B: RELEVANT WORKS PUBLISHED BY AUTHOR

APPENDIX B.1: Journal Papers

[1] J. S. Thongam, M. Ouhrouche, F. Haghgoeian and H. Ezzaidi, "Simultaneous Estimation of
Speed and Rotor Resistance in Sensorless Induction Motor Vector Controlled Drive",
International Journal of Modeling and Simulation, In Press; accepted on November 23, 2005.

Abstract: In this paper a new sensorless indirect vector controlled induction motor drive robust
against rotor resistance variation is presented. The speed and rotor resistance are estimated
simultaneously, which is reported in many papers as impossible. The estimation is achieved
using a reduced order Kalman filter to reduce the computational burden. This algorithm uses a
reduced order model of the motor. The model takes into account the coupling between the
electrical and mechanical modes, which is true for small size machines. The method proposed
in this paper is applicable to a large category of induction motor drives with a gradually varying
load torque such as viscous friction, fan/blower and centrifugal pump. A fully real-time digital
simulation, a new powerful tool for rapid control prototyping, is carried out to verify the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Results show that accurate estimation is achieved under
both transient and steady state conditions without injecting any external signal. This
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achievement is, to the best of authors' knowledge, reported for the first time and is believed to
be of great importance for induction machine sensorless control.

[2] J. S. Thongam and M. Ouhrouche, "A Novel Speed Estimation Algorithm in Indirect
Vector Controlled Induction Motor Drive," International Journal of Power and Energy Systems,
In Press; accepted on September 21,2005.

Abstract: A rotor speed estimation algorithm in an indirect vector controlled (VC) induction
motor drive is proposed. The proposed method is based on observing a newly defined quantity
which is a function of rotor flux and speed. A reduced order observer is used to estimate the
new quantity from which the rotor speed is computed. The method is simple to implement and
does not require taking derivative of the measured signals. Simulation is carried out to verify the
accuracy of the estimation algorithm.

[3] J. S. Thongam and M. Ouhrouche, "Flux Estimation for Speed Sensorless Rotor Flux
Oriented Controlled Induction Motor Drive", WSEAS Transactions on Systems , Issue 1, Vol.
5, January 2006, pp. 63-69.

Abstract: A new flux estimation algorithm for speed sensorless rotor flux oriented controlled
induction motor drive is proposed. In the proposed method, a new state is defined which when
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introduced makes the right hand side of the conventional motor model indépendant oi* the
unknown terms containing rotor flux and speed. A new motor model is derived after introducing
the newly defined state assuming zero time derivative of rotor speed which allows speed
estimation without requiring the knowledge of mechanical parameters of the drive system. The
estimation algorithm is based on observing this newly defined state which is used for estimating
both the rotor flux and the speed. Rotor flux estimation is achieved using a modified Blasehke
equation obtained after introduction of the new state into the Blasehke equation or commonly
known as the current model; while, speed is computed using a simple equation obtained using
this new state.

[4] J. S. Thongam and M. Ouhrouche, "A New Speed Estimation Algorithm in Rotor Flux
Oriented Controlled Induction Motor Drive", WSEAS Transactions on Systems, Issue 5, Vol. 4,
May 2005, pp. 585-592.

Abstract: A speed estimation algorithm capable of accurate estimation is desirable for a high
performance sensorless induction motor drive. In this paper, we propose a new speed estimation
algorithm for speed sensorless rotor field oriented control of induction motor drive capable of
accurate estimation under both transient and steady state conditions. The proposed method is
based on observing a newly defined quantity which is function of rotor flux and speed. The
mathematical model of the motor obtained after introducing the new quantity assumes rotor
speed to be a constant parameter of the machine, and this allows speed estimation without
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requiring the knowledge of mechanical parameters of the drive. A simple equation is obtained
from the new quantity for speed estimation which does not involve integration or
differentiation. The proposed algorithm is validated using a fully digital real-time simulation: a
new powerful tool for rapid prototyping of complex control systems.
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